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When you borrow to invest, the amount of interest you pay on your loan can affect your cash flow, and influence the effectiveness 
of your investment strategy. So it’s only natural you want to make the right decision when it comes to choosing fixed or variable 
interest rates. 

Should you fix, and get the certainty of knowing exactly what you’ll be paying each month? Or should you choose variable and hope 
that interest rates drop – potentially leaving you better off than if you ‘locked in’ a higher rate? 

As the end of the financial year approaches, it’s worth considering your options or discussing them with your financial adviser. You may 
find there are some valuable tax benefits associated with fixing the interest rate on some or all of your margin loan before 30 June.

A timely fix: 
Interest rate options 
for your Margin Loan

Potential to claim next year’s interest 
in this year’s tax return

One of the benefits of fixing the interest rate on a margin loan is that it gives you the ability 
to prepay interest – meaning you may be able to claim next year’s interest costs as a tax 
deduction this financial year.  

Read on to see how it works.

Introducing James and Elizabeth
James and Elizabeth are long-term investors who have 
been using a CommSec Margin Loan for a number of 
years. They have a $100,000 loan balance, and have 
always operated their margin loan under a variable 
interest rate. In more recent times they have become 
conscious of the fluctuations in interest rates, and how 
this may impact their overall interest costs. 
They would like to know more about how they can lock 
in their interest costs.
To get some answers, James and Elizabeth decide to 
speak to a financial adviser, who shows them three 
ways they can incorporate fixed interest rate options into 
their portfolio. 

1. Fix their interest rate, and prepay their interest costs 
annually

2. Fix their interest rate, and pay their interest costs 
monthly

3. Fix part of their loan, and prepay some of their 
interest costs annually
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Strategy 1
Fix their interest rate, and prepay their interest costs annually
This option allows James and Elizabeth to lock in their interest rate for a period of as little as one year, or up to five years. Instead of 
paying interest monthly in arrears as they are currently, they will pay one year’s interest in advance on each anniversary of their fixed loan.

The benefit of this option is that it allows James and Elizabeth to bring forward an expense that may otherwise be tax-deductible in the 
following financial year.

What’s more, James and Elizabeth will have already paid 12 months’ interest at the variable interest rate during the current financial 
year. That means they could potentially claim up to 24 months of interest in the current financial year if they prepay the next 12 months’ 
interest by 30 June.

Strategy snapshot

Before strategy After strategy

Can interest be claimed 
as a tax deduction this 
financial year?

Possibly, 12 months (all variable)

Possibly, 24 months:

• 12 months variable interest, paid monthly in arrears

• 12 months fixed interest, paid annually in advance

Is a lump sum payment 
required before 30 June?

No Yes, 12 months fixed interest

What are the interest 
payments next financial year?

Interest payments are monthly on 
a variable interest rate

None. However, if the fixed rate loan continues beyond next year, 
they can adopt a similar strategy and pay their fixed interest in 
advance before 30 June next year

Advantages

• Interest rate certainty 

• May bring tax deduction forward to current financial year 
(if paid prior to 30 June)

• May allow you to claim up to 24 months of interest 
payments as a tax deduction this financial year if 
switching from variable to fixed 

• Fixed interest rate may be lower than current variable rate

Disadvantages

• Requires a lump sum interest payment (Note: you 
may be able to capitalise this amount to your loan so 
there’s no cash required)

• Fixed interest rate may be higher than current variable rate 

• Break fees may apply if fixed loan is broken early
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Strategy 2
Fix their interest rate, and pay their interest costs monthly
Like Strategy 1, this option allows James and Elizabeth to lock in their interest rate for a period of as little as one year, or up to five years.

The difference is that it allows them to continue making interest payments each month – similar to their current arrangement on the 
variable interest rate.

The benefit of this strategy is that no upfront payment of interest is required, and they will know with certainty the amount of interest they 
will be required to pay during the period they choose to fix their interest rate.

Strategy snapshot

Before strategy After strategy

Can interest be claimed 
as a tax deduction this 
financial year?

Possibly, 12 months (all variable) Possibly, 12 months (all variable)

Is a lump sum payment 
required before 30 June?

No No

What are the interest 
payments next financial year?

Interest payments are monthly on 
a variable interest rate

Interest payments are monthly on
a fixed interest rate

Advantages

• Interest rate certainty

• Regular monthly repayments for improved cash flow 
management

• Fixed interest rate may be lower than current variable rate

Disadvantages

• Cannot bring forward tax deduction 

• Fixed interest rate may be higher than current variable rate

• Break fees may apply if fixed loan is broken early
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Strategy 3
Fix part of their loan, and prepay some of their interest costs annually
A CommSec Margin Loan is flexible enough to allow borrowers to split their current loan balance into any combination of the previous 
two interest rate options. This could be particularly useful if you want to ‘hedge your bets’ on interest rate movements, or if you want to 
reduce the lump sum prepayment required at year-end.

For example, James and Elizabeth are keen to prepay some of their interest costs before the end of the current financial year to 
maximise their tax deductions. However, they do not have enough surplus cash to prepay the interest on the entire $100,000 
loan balance. 

James and Elizabeth could fix the interest rate and prepay the interest costs on $60,000 only. The remaining $40,000 will remain a 
variable rate loan, with the interest to be paid monthly in arrears.

Strategy snapshot

Before strategy After strategy

Can interest be claimed 
as a tax deduction this 
financial year?

Possibly, 12 months (all variable)

Possibly, 24 months, consisting of:

• 12 months variable interest, paid monthly in arrears  
(on $100,000)

• 12 months fixed interest, paid annually in advance  
(on $60,000)

Is a lump sum payment 
required before 30 June?

No Yes, 12 months fixed interest on $60,000

What are the interest 
payments next financial year?

Interest payments are monthly 
on a variable interest rate

• Interest payments on $40,000 are monthly on a variable 
interest rate

• If the fixed rate loan continues beyond next year, they can 
adopt a similar strategy and pay their fixed interest in advance 
(on $60,000) before 30 June next year

Advantages

• Greater interest rate certainty

• May bring some of the tax deduction forward to current 
financial year (if paid prior to 30 June)

• Total interest costs may decrease if the variable interest 
rate falls

• Improved management of cash flow, with a portion of the 
repayments fixed

Disadvantages

• Requires a lump sum interest payment (Note: you 
may be able to capitalise this amount to your loan so 
there’s no cash required)

• Total interest costs may increase if the variable interest 
rate rises

• Fixed interest rate may be higher than current variable rate

• Break fees may apply if fixed loan is broken early
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Key features of a CommSec fixed rate Margin Loan
• Fixed rate terms from one year to five years.

• Competitive fixed interest rates.

• Choice of paying your interest in advance, or monthly in arrears.

• Fixed interest costs can be paid for in cash, or capitalised to the margin loan.

• Fixed loans may be terminated early. Some or all prepaid interest may be refundable (an Early Repayment Adjustment may apply for 
terminating a fixed loan early).

Why fix with CommSec Margin Lending?
CommSec has been looking after the borrowing needs of investors for over 15 years. 

We are recognised as one of the leading providers of gearing solutions in Australia, and have received various prestigious awards over 
the years. CommSec Margin Loans are provided by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, one of the most recognised brands in the 
Australian financial services industry and a leading provider of integrated financial services.

Your next step
Visit our Fixed vs Variable interest rate comparison calculator to explore your options and potential savings when you fix some or all 
of your loan balance. You can then fix your loan online by logging onto www.commsec.com.au and navigating to Portfolio > Accounts > 
Transfers > Variable loan to fixed loan.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss your interest rate options, please call us on 13 17 09 (8am – 6pm, Sydney time, 
Monday to Friday).
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CommSec Margin Loans are provided by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) ABN 48 123 123 124 AFSL and Australian credit licence 234945 and administered by its wholly owned but non-
guaranteed subsidiary Commonwealth Securities Limited (CommSec) ABN 60 067 254 399 AFSL 238814, a Participant of the ASX Group and Chi-X Australia. As this information has been prepared without 
taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation and needs of any particular individual you should assess with the help of legal, financial and taxation advice, whether the information 
is appropriate in light of your own circumstances before acting on it. This hypothetical example is for illustrative purposes only and is not a recommendation. The names and identifying features do not 
reflect any particular person or time period. Information based on taxation is based on the continuation of current laws and their interpretation. This case study should not be regarded as a representation, 
guarantee or warranty by or on behalf of the Bank or any other person that such outcomes or their underlying assumptions will be met or that capital will be repaid. When investing remember that past 
performance is not a reliable indication of future performance. Please consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Terms and Conditions, issued by the Bank, available from www.commsec.com.
au or by calling 13 17 09 before making any decision about the product. Only investors who fully understand the risks associated with gearing into investments should apply. Applications are subject to 
credit approval. Fees and charges apply.
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